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Demetrius Calloway

is played by Gadshack

Demetrius Calloway

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 19
Height: 6ft(1.8m)
Weight: 180lbs

Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Ship Engineer

Rank: Private
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Aquila Flight1.
???2.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 6ft(1.8m)
Mass: 168lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Milk white skin, thin and tall with athletic shape and some muscle definition

Eyes and Facial Features: Hooded shaped brown eyes with a long heart shaped face, a small jaw line,
and small lips.

Ears: round ears, undefined

Hair Color and Style: light brown hair

Distinguishing Features: crooked smile

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Demetrius is an old soul, usually enjoying the past things in life well behind his generation,
whether it be music or frame of thought. He's also quite nerdy, growing up he was an outsider and
though he hardly suffered neglect and was seen as a the cool 'light-hearted quiet guy', his friends were
few in numbers. Awkward though? No. Demetrius has always been an abstract thinker, intuitive and
analytical. He's always been alone because of his wanderings and fascination of varying subjects out of
most others' leagues. That said he loves learning and education along with adventure. Though he can
also be cited as forward thinking but stubborn and at times, one track.

Likes: Animals, learning, science, sports and juicy steaks
Dislikes: Larger animals, being wrong, 'unintelligible' people, the sounds of eating, awkward
dinners
Goals: Become a pilot of some sort, advance to the high ranks of his field, live comfortably,
perhaps live out his megalomaniacal desires

History

Family (or Creators)

Jonathan Calloway(Father), Jenna Calloway

Pre-RP
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Born in a rather poor and large family, Demetrius always set off to be alone as the middle child. He went
to school and always graduated at the top of his class. His father's history is quite questionable, though
his mother was a former marine. After finishing schooling he joined the Nepleslian Star Navy as an
Engineer to seek a better life in a field of work that fascinated him, plus the benefits were great.
However, engineer wasn't his first choice, originally he wanted to be a pilot but washed out of fighter
school, Engineer was the second most technical job that peeked his interest that was available to him.

Skills

Mathematics

Math was perhaps an easy subject for Demetrius in school, he excelled to the most elite classes he could
for the education available to him. In engineering training he learned mostly about statistics, accounting
and on-hand mechanical.technical duties, however dabbled in quantum theory when training for Pilot.

Maintenance and Repair

Becoming familiar with a wide array of ships systems is quite a feat, but Demetrius accomplished this
challenge.

Engineering

He mostly knows the ins and outs of military grade ships from his training,their infrastructure in integral
to apply maintenance and repair knowledge.

Physical

Undergoing basic training and regular PT, Demetrius is in decent shape, even besting comrades in a
friendly sports game most of the time.

Technology Operation

This is a skill base that is absolutely integral to being an engineer, ships do run on computers…

Vehicles

Mostly on the maintenance side, this is where Demetrius mostly enjoys working on the spacecraft he
could one day fly.
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Domestic

Being the middle child but leader In a rambunctious poor family perhaps helps with garnering some
Domestic care for others, though he'd prefer not to…

Inventory

Demetrius Calloway has the following items:

Finances

Demetrius Calloway is currently a Private in the Nepleslian Star Navy.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Demetrius Calloway
Character Owner gadshack
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSN
Rank Junior Crewman
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